
The four core values embody our culture, spirit, and

dedication to doing what’s right. They keep us aligned and 

help us make decisions about everything from the way we 

serve our customers to the products we create.
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We are hunters,
determined to pass on the 
stories and traditions of 

those who came before us.

Hunting is conservation. We 
respect and nurture the land 

so it can give back all we need 
to sustain life for ourselves 
and our future generations.

Hunting is a chance to get 
outside and connect with nature. 

It’s about time spent around a 
campfire, telling stories and 

building relationships.

We produce products we believe 
in. Products we can stand 

behind. We believe in quality of 
product and ingredients, and 
finding quality in life by the 
choices we make everyday.

QUALITYEXPERIENCE
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MASTER CATALOG

Redmond started mining a unique underground mineral 
deposit in 1958.  In 2005, Joe Anderson discovered how well 
our minerals work to attract whitetail deer.  One small team 
and a lot of word-of-mouth later turned Trophy Rock into 
the #1 selling mineral supplement for deer on the market.
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Redmond Minerals, Inc.
2725 North 100 West Redmond, UT 84652

Toll Free: 888-521-7771
redmondhunt.com



 REDMOND HUNT PROMISE

YOU CAN COUNT ON:

We help you grow bigger bucks naturally with quality, affordable 
products that work hard in the field to help you consistently harvest a 

buck at 20 yards. Every product is mined or made in the USA by hunters 
like you and fully backed by our Redmond 100% satisfaction guarantee. 
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Locate high quality 
mineral vein

Boom! Hand-selected

Hauled 600 ft 
to the surface

Travel to the 
warehouse

Sorted, sized and 
quality checked again

Heat sealed 
and packaged

Ready to 
Rock!

IS YOUR ROCK A 

The Quality
Difference

Products direct
from the source.

You want a rock with 
sheen and multiple 

colors tones. Stay 
away from rocks that 

are predominantly 
dark and dull. 

A quality rock is not flaky.  
You do not want a crumble 
rock.  Dense rocks last 
longer in the field.

You should not see 
fractures or cracks.

all redmond trophy rock products are derived from this quality foundation.

Density

No Middle Man 

Color Variation

Structurally Sound

We are hunters dedicated to managing and attracting deer with quality and dependable products. 
While hunting and the outdoors are our primary passion, we’re people who are curious—about 
each other, our communities, and the entire world.  Redmond Hunt products expand your ability 
to manage your land, provide quality deer management, and keep animals coming back. 

GROW

BIGGER BUCKS +

ROCK YOUR HUNT



Long-Lasting Minerals that Keep Deer Coming Back

60+ Sea Minerals

All- Natural

Year-Round Mineral

Ready to Use

Trail Cam Survey Tool

Granular

Raw/Unprocessed

Pressed Block

Liquid

Builds Minerals in Soil

Above-Ground Mineral

Site Activator/Refresher

Powerful Scent/Flavor
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All Trophy Rock products are super-stars on their own. 
Using them in combination creates a complete mineral site.

20MINERAL SITE
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Watch How

Saturate the ground 
with granular minerals
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Add Trophy Rock on 
top of FOUR65
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Like a block? Trophy 
Rock Block adds 
flavor to step 2
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Top your site with our 
liquid, and activate your 
site instantly
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Four65 is a granular form of our best-selling Trophy Rock deer attractant! It 
contains the same all natural trace minerals deer need for optimal antler 
growth and health. Use it to successfully attract, inventory, and scout your 
herd. With Four65, you provide deer the essential minerals they need and 
grow healthier herds and bigger bucks.

Without sufficient minerals, deer can’t reach their full growth potential. 
Four65 delivers 60+ balanced minerals their bodies need. It’s a quality 
supplement you can feel good about giving your herd.

Four65 is a natural deer magnet! They love it and will return to it again and 
again, giving you the satisfaction of watching them grow.

Four65 is the perfect tool to help you scout and track deer. Spread it near 
your trail camera to attract deer and capture incredible photos of bucks 
and other wildlife.

If locally sourced is important to you, Four65 is a great choice. It’s mined 
in Utah, USA, and your purchase supports small-town jobs and the 
American economy.

POWERFUL DEER ATTRACTANT

TRAIL CAM COMPANION

MINED IN USA

TROPHY ROCK CRUSHED

ALL NATURAL TRACE MINERALS

Trophy Rock Four65

10 lb Apple Pouch
(coming soon)

Individual:

Full Pallet (64 bags):

(PN#)  504023

2,000 LBS

(PN#)  504122

30 LBS

(UPC)  018788504122

(UPC)  018788504023

STEP 1



Irresistible candy apple scent helps deer find your site faster, while 
natural minerals and molasses sweetener keep them coming back.

Pound for pound, Block is a cost-effective choice. It provides deer 
with a long-lasting mineral source and you more bang for your buck.

Use it as an effective surveying tool to help scout and pattern deer or get 
incredible trail camera shots. 

44 LBS
Trophy Rock Block

Individual:

Pallet: (50 blocks):

(PN#)  114689

2,250 LBS

Call to order

(UPC)  758364114689

TRAIL CAM COMPANION

The minerals in Block are mined in Utah, USA from an ancient salt deposit. 
Your purchase supports American jobs and the American economy.

MINED IN UTAH, USA

POWERFUL DEER MAGNET

MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK

Block is packed with the same 60+ trace minerals found in original Trophy 
Rock. It’s a natural supplement that provides deer essential nutrients for 
optimum health and antler growth.

NATURAL TROPHY ROCK MINERALS

STEP 2



Use it to attract, inventory, and scout out your herd. With Trophy Rock, your deer 
receive the minerals they need, and you'll get healthier herds and bigger bucks.

Without sufficient minerals, deer cannot reach their maximum potential. 
With Trophy Rock all-natural minerals, deer have the nutrients they need.

Never Processed. Always Natural. Deer and hunters love Redmond Trophy 
Rock. This natural mineral rock provides deer with the electrolytes and trace 
minerals they need for optimum health. They are drawn to Trophy Rock’s full 
spectrum of sea minerals year round! 

Trophy Rock

Individual:

Half Crate (35 rocks):

(PN#)  502500

1,000 LBS

(PN#)  506102
(UPC)  018788506102

(UPC)  018788502500

Individual:

Half Crate (60 rocks):

(PN#)  502609

925 LBS

(PN#)  506102
(UPC)  018788506102

(UPC)  018788502609

THE ORIGINAL NATURAL MINERAL ROCK

BIGGER BUCKS . . . NATURALLY®

Other big game attractants use chemicals; however, Trophy Rock for deer is 
an all-natural deer attractant that you can feel good about giving the herd.

ALL-NATURAL MINERALS

HELP DEER GROW

STEP 2

Average Weight 16 LBS

Trophy Rock
Average Weight 26 LBS



Irresistible sweet-n-salty flavor and potent molasses scent pull bucks 
from afar and keep them coming back.

Liquid Trophy Rock
Concentrate

Individual:

Case: 

(PN#)  116560
(UPC)  758364116560

Liquid Trophy Rock (1 gallon)

Individual:

Case: (4 jugs)

(PN#)  113507

(PN#)  113484
(UPC)  758364113484

(UPC)  758364113507

Full Pallet: (48 cases)

Call to order

DUAL THREAT

HELPS DEER GROW

GRAB ‘N GO

DEER MINERAL ATTRACTANT

Works undercover as a discreet deer attractant liquid and mineral 
supplement that incorporates into the soil.

STEALTHY SITE

Liquid Trophy Rock is a versatile weapon in your hunting arsenal. Use it to 
create an instant new deer mineral site or quickly activate an existing one.

Support deer rack growth and optimum health with 60+ mined trace 
minerals included in Liquid Trophy Rock. It’s an all-natural attractant you 
can feel good about giving the herd.

Support deer rack growth and optimum health with 60+ mined trace 
minerals included in Liquid Trophy Rock. It’s an all-natural attractant you 
can feel good about giving the herd.

Head into the woods with less bulk and more ability. Liquid Trophy Rock 
pouch is easy to pack in and pour out for fast, effective results.

1 GALLON JUGS
STEP 3

(coming soon)

(coming soon)

2,200 LBS

11 LBS

45 LBS



 HUNTERS LOVE IT
B E C A U S E  D E E R  C A N ’ T  G E T  E N O U G H

“Trophy Rock not only provides 
year-round mineral for my Whitetail 

herd, but it also is extremely attractive 
to deer and a great tool for trail 

camera photos” 

MICHAEL HUNSUCKER, 
HEARTLAND BOWHUNTER  

“The deer can’t get enough of the powerful 
sweet apple scent in Trophy Rock Block. I put 
up my first camera in late spring and couldn’t 
believe the number of deer hitting it the first 
week. The new blocks are just as long lasting 
and sturdy as the trophy rock. I will not leave 
any of my spots without a Trophy Rock Block.”

ISAAC BOONE  

“Liquid Trophy Rock is a game 
changer! Whether your putting 
out in summer or before you 

get in stand it works! Add it to 
your arsenal all year long!"

KYLE JENNINGS

ROCKTHEHUNT.COM
VISIT

AND ENTER TO WIN THE
HUNT OF A LIFETIME

Our Triple display holds 25 12lb 
rocks, 10 bags of Four 65, and 10 
gallons of Liquid Trophy Rock.

Redmond Hunt’s display program

Triple Display (36”x24”x48”)

Individual:
(PN#)  505303
(UPC)  018788505303

Our largest pine display. It holds 60 
12lb rocks.

Large Display (36”x24”x48”)

Individual:
(PN#)  606105
(UPC)  018788606105

Our smallest pine display. It holds 25 
12lb rocks.

Small Display (19”x24”x23”)

Individual:
(PN#)  505204
(UPC)  018788505204

Our bag display holds 10 bags of FOUR65.
Bag Display (20”x17”x48”)

Individual:
(PN#)  504085
(UPC)  018788504085

Help customers find Trophy Rock year round.

ROCK THE HUNT
TRAIL CAM CONTEST

Upload your impressive, curious, and downright-insane trail 
cam pics for a chance to win the hunt of a lifetime. Every year 
Redmond Hunt awards monthly winners and then five grand 
prize winners for their amazing trail cam photos and videos.


